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The Communications Network Design and Costing (CNDC) mode! is capable of
analyzing long-haul. trunking networks for a variety of cities and traffic
conditions, using strictly terrestrial con •aecti.vity, using strictly satellite
connectivity, or using some combination of terrestrial and satellite connec-
tivity. The model determines the least-cost routes between network cities
based on the current FCC-approved tariffs of three specific communications
carriers whose tariffs are uniquely structured and representative of tariffs
associated with most licensed domestic and specialized interstate communica-
tions common carriers. The CNDC model also allows analyses involving
variations of the three FCC-approved tariffs, as postulated by the model
user.
The CNDC model provides a unique approach to evaluating networks having
a combination of terrestrial and customer premise type satellite services
(CPS). Rate structures associated with terrestrial tariffs are typically a
function of distance serviced, while those associated with CPS type satellite
service, such as SBS, are a function of traffic volume. Traditional ap-
proaches to network analysis rely on fixed costs over the network links.
Tariffs that are sensitive to distance are handled quite readily by these
traditional approaches because link costs are fixed and can be determined on
the basis of the cities being serviced. There is an abundance of these types
of algorithms and they vary in performance based on their implementation
scheme. Generally, they are variations of two basic approaches, label set-





traffic volume do not conform with the traditional fixed cost label correct-
ing and setting algorithms unless the volumes over each link can be specifi-
cally defined. The CPS-type tariffs that can be incorporated into the CNDC
model allow shared 8,cility resources among neighboring cities in a hubbing
or clustering fashion. Cities not having sufficient traffic volume of their
own to economically justify an earth station can route traffic to a nearby
earth station in some neighboring city for satellite transmission. The
identification of satellite access cities and their trunking terrestrial
connectivity is not clear cut, particularly when satellite service rates vary
nonlinearly as a function of volume and the number of sharing cities.
The resulting CTfDC model extends the domain of network analysis from
fixed link cost/distance-sensitive problems to more complex problems involv-
ing combinations of distance- and volume-sensitive tariffs. Minimum cost
network routing solutions specify the cost-effective locations of satellite
access cities and the hubbing terrestrial extensions.
In light of the rate uncertainty surrounding the AT&T divestiture and
the ever-changing rate and service offerings being provided by communications
carriers, network design and costing will become an even more complex and
formidable task. The CNDC model represents a valuable tool for conducting
network analyses in this environment of constant change.
This final technical report of the CNDC model contains six sections.
Section 1 describes the CNDC model as it fits in the ongoing studies con-
ducted by NASA to assess the potential demand for telecommunication services.




to perform network analyses. Section 3 describes the components of network
analysis problems that can be evaluated using the model, while Section 4
describes in more detail the optimization algorithms implemented in the
model. Section 5 contains a description of the computer implementation of
the model, including the operating environment, supporting data bases, an
computer programs. Finally, Section 6 presents a detailed interpretation of
the various types of output generated by the model. Any tariff changes will












:Ae document represents the final technical report under National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) contract NAS3-23348 and describes
the development of the Communications Network Design and Costing (CNDC)
computer model.
1.1 Background
This project is part of an ongoing effort by NASA to develop, demon-
'
	
	 strate, and promote the technological implementation of cost-effective and
spectrum conservative satellite communications systems. The need for spec-
j
	
	 trum conservation systems (e.g., 30/20 GNz or Ka band systems) is driven by
projected demand levels in voice, data, and video services. Forecasts of
M	 demand for telecommunications services through the year 2000 have estimated
e
growth by a factor of five over present demand levels, with the satellite
transmission portion of this demand growing by an even larger factor. The
f;
	 demand growth is projected to surpass available C and Ku band satellite
5	 capacity around 1990. Additional capacity in these bands, as well as the
C )	 development of new satellite technology such as 30/20 GNz satellite systems,
a
is required to respond to this growing demand.
Another factor driving the need for Ka band satellite systems is the
spacing requirements of orbital slots for geostationary satellites.
	 There
are a limited number of orbital slots, and congestion of the orbital arc will
i.	 restrict future entry of new major communications carriers into the satellite
_._
	 transmission market. Although spacing requirements have been recently eased
s
from 4 to 2 degrees (FCC 83-186 Memorandum Opinion and Order adopted April
27, 1983, released August 12, 1983.), the imminent saturation 3« available C
and Ku band capacity will likely promote the use of higher frequency satel-
lite systems in the 30/20 GHz spectrum. These new systems will have less
restrictiva orbital sparing requirements than C and Ku band systems and can
help satisfy future demand levels.
NASA has directly funded several market studies to assess the potential
demand for telecommunications services, particularly those applicable to
30/20 GHz satellite systems (references 17 and 18). Key factors in these
studies have included network types, network size, and service prices. Based
on these studies and other proof-of-concept (POC) projects, NASA has recently
issued a solicitation for proposals to build and test an Advanced Communica-
tion Technology Satellite (ACTS) system that will operate in the 30/20 GHz
band. Present plans call for the launch of the ACTS system in mid-1988,
followed by a two-year experiment period.
1.2 Scope of Work
Model development under this project involved a twelve-month effort
that resulted in a computer program and associated database useful for
analyzing long-haul communication networks. The model will support market
assessment studies involving future satellite services. The model's capabi-
lities include connectivity availability analysis, cost analysis of that
connectivity, and the determination of the set of least-cost routes. Project
efforts also included the implementation of the model on the NASA-Lewis




tion, training of selected NASA staff on model operation, and continuing
1
maintenance of the program and its supporting databases.
1.3 Purpose
The purposes of the model development and resulting computer programs
were:










To model full connectivity between service nodes, using either
terrestrial systems, satellite systems, oir a combination of the two, for
voice services offered by licensed domestic and specialized interstate
communications common carriers;
To determine the trunking network traffic routing alternatives and
ase.o •^i,ted user costs based on the current published tariffs of American
Telephone and Telegraph (AM), Western Union NO, and Satellite
Business Systems ( SBS), and on postulated tariffs for future terrestrial
and satellite communication services;
To determine the set o f least-cost routes based on the lowest tariffed
cost per set of input traffic assumptions for a specified network; and
To determine the configuration providing the minimum overall cost in
networks involving a combination of terrestrial and satellite services.
1-3
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r	2.0 CNDC MODEL TARIFFS AND THEIR CONNECTIVITY
t}.
This section describes the types of tariffs that can be used with the
CNDC model to perform network analyses. A description of the types of net-
work connectivity possible is also provided.
2.1 Significance of Tariff Types
The CNDC model includes the following ty+les of communications tariffs:
AT&T Private Line Service (FCC #260),
List of Rate Centers (FCC #264)
WU Satellite Transmission Service (FCC #261),
SBS Series A Communications Network Service (FCC #2), and
User-defined variations of the above.
The model was developed to include only the voice services relating to
{	 r
the above ::riffs. The AT&T, WU, and SBS tariffs are contained in a pre--
	 i
r	 stored database that is accessed by the model's programs. The model was
developed arcund these three tariffs because each has a unique connectivity
and rate structure. Jointly, the structures of these three tariffs are
1
rr
	 representative of most tariffs offered by licensed domestic and specialized
t._	 communications common carriers. The model provides the user with the
capc.jility to define variations of these three tariffs, thereby modeling a
wide range of existing and
	 	 postulated tariffs. The user is able to define
2-1
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varying rates and city connectivity based on tariff structures similar to the
three prestored tariffs. User-defined tariffs can be stored in a database
for later retrieval when performing network analyses. User-defined tariffs
and any of the three prestored tariffs are used as input in setting up
network problems.
The structures that make each of the prestored tariffs unique are de-
scribed in detail in the following section.
2.2 Tariff Descriptions
The prestored tariffs in the CNDC model database include only recurring
charges, and these are specified on a monthly basis. Nonrecurring charges
were excluded from the model to simplify the costing procedure and to elimi-
nate the complexity of time varying rates associated with the amortization of
installation charges. The network costs associated with the model solutions
are therefore exclusive of any nonrecurring tariffed service charges.
The unique structures of the AT&T, UU, and SBS tariffs make them appro-
priate choices for inclusion in a network design and costing model because
they are each representative of a distinct class of tariff. These tariffs
are described in the following paragraphs in the context of their implementa-
tion within the CNDC model.
2.2.1 AT&T Private Line Service







line voice service. The tariff is structured so that terrestrial rates for
intercity service arc dependent on two factors, the distance between the
j	 cities and the status of the connected cities (i.e. $ tariff listed or
t	 unlisted).
As part of the rate determination, mileage calculations must be per-
formed using a formula specified in the tariff to calculate the distance
between the cities or rate centers of interest. The AT&T tariff contains
vertical (V) and horizontal (H) coordinates for each rate center serviced.
These coordinates are used to calculate the distance between any two rate
centers, RI and R2, according to the following formula:
D12; (V2 V(H2-III )2,
1	 10
where
^ I	D12 - distance between RI and R2,
VI, HI = vertical and horizontal coordinates for RI, and
^.	 V2, H2 = vertical and horizontal coordinates for R2.
Tariff rates increase proportionally with distance; however, they are
not strictly a function of distance. The AT&T tariff contains a specific
list of high volume rate centers. These are called "listed" (or category A)
cities, meaning that they are listed in the tariff. Any rate center not
listed in the tariff is called an "unlisted" (or category B) city. The




on each end of the communications link. With two types of city status, there
are three combinations of link types that can occur:
Listed city	 city,
Listed city	 unlisted city, and
Unlisted city *---­*-unlisted city.
(See Figure 2-1). The tariff contains a separate rate schedule for each link
type. Within each schedule is a graduated service pricing structure that
varies strictly as a function of distance. Given any two cities to be
connected by terrestrial voice service, the AT&T tariffed rate can be com-
puted by determining the status of each city, selecting the appropriate rate
schedule, calculating the intercity distance, and looking up the applicable
rate in the schedule table. Tables A-1 and A-2 list examples of the AT&T
listed cities and rate schedules, respectively.
2.2.2 User-Defined AT&T Type Tariffs
The CNDC model provides the user with the capability to modify the
prestored AT&T tariff to create and store his own tariffs for network an-
alysis problems. The user is able to specify his own list of category
"r
A listed cities, as well as his own rate schedules for each of the link
types. However, the basic connectivity philosophy cannot be changed. This
,t
capability provides a great deal of flexibility in incorporating other types
4.
x '
	 of tariffs into the CNDC model, whether real or postulated. The model is
designed to easily compute the effects of rate changes on market share for
competing tariffs.
12.2.3 WU Satellite Transmission Service
The prestored WU tariff specifies rates for satellite voice grade chan-
nel service. The CNDC model involves only recurring charges for month-to-
month service. This tariff contains a fixed set of satellite access city
pairs that define the tariff connectivity. The tariff categorizes the links
defined by the satellite access city pairs on the basis of link distance.
There are three rate categories specified in the tariff: short haul, medium
haul, and long haul. The tariff specifies a fixed monthly channel rate for
each category. The applicable rate (i.e., short, medium, or long) is charged
for each individual voice circuit.
	
w 4	 Unlike the AT&T terrestrial tariff, the WU tariff is unique in that it
defines network connectivity through a specific set of satellite access city
U
pairs that are categorized by distance. Table A-3 lists examples of WU
tariff satellite access city pairs and rates by category. Figure 2-2 illus-
trates the types of WU satellite connectivity for the CNDC Model.
k
yl
2.2.4 User-Defined WU-Type Tariffs
i'
The CNDC model allows the user to specify his own set of satellite
	
(	 access city pairs, assign them to one of the three rate categories contained 	 ,
	




ever, the basic connectivity philosophy cannot be changed. In so doing, the
	
I	 user can model an_v type of tariff that involves fixed earth stations or
network access points. While the rates of the actual WU tariff are correla-
ted to link distance, there is no requirement on the user to conform to this
convention when defining postulated tariffs.
r- 2-5




2.2.5 SBS Series A Communications Network Service (CNS-A)
The prestored SBS CNS -A tariff defines service rates based on traffic
`	
volume over defined links as opposed to distance. The tariff does not spec-
'	 ify satellite access cities and is based on a CPS concept. Satellite access
earth , stations can be placed anywhere. The earth stations, or network access
centers (NAC), are sized to handle the particular traffic level of each
location. SBS system hardware components are added to the NAC to support the
traffic volume. Each hardware component has a monthly lease charge and the
joint cost of all components within an earth station determines the monthly
service rate. The CNDC model includes only the analog voice services
provided under the SBS CNS-A configuration. Nonrecurring costs are not
r
1	 modeled. The major hardware components included in SBS CNS -A configurations
are as follows:
Network Access Centers (NAC) - These provide the switching, admini-
stration, and testing functions of the communications network service.
SBS CNS-A networks require a minimum of three NACs. Each NAC has an
initial capacity for 372 analog voice circuits supplied through its
satellite communications controller (SCC). This component is the
heart of the NAC. It is a time division switch consisting of pro-
cessors, memory units, and control programs. It performs essential
timing, switching, control, and processing functions in association
with the transmission and reception of network traffic through the
NAC.
Supplemental Capacity Unit ( SCU) - Each SCU added increases the
capacity of the NAC by 372 analog VFe. Each NAC may have a maximum
of 2 additional SCUs or a total capacity of 1116 VFe ( 372 + 2 K 372).
2-6
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Full-time transmission unit (FTU) - This component provides 224 kbps
(simple:) of satellite transponder capacity on a 24 hours per day,
seven days per week basis. One FTU is required for every twenty
analog voice grade circuits of transponder capacity. A minimum of one
FTU is required at each CNS-A MAC configuration.
Connection arrangement unit (CAU) - This component allows the connec-
tion of customer facilities to the communications network service.
There are both analog and digital type CAUs; however, the model only
considers analog. A single analog CAU is required for each analog
voice circuit.
Table A-4 lists examples of monthly CNS-A component lease rates. The
SBS tariff also specifies a minimum CAU charge per NAC, making the use of CNS-
A service attractive to primarily high volume users. Figure 2-3 illustrates
the types of SBS Satellite connectivity for the CNDC Model.
The Structure of the SBS tariff is unique in that service costs are
embedded within monthly equipment leases, whose total cost is a function of
traffic volume for the particular location. The tariff is based on a CPS
concept, with network access facilities located on or near customer premises.
Shared use of CNS-A type facilities is allowable under the tariff. For
modeling purposes, a network involving SBS CNS-A service can consist of any
set of cities, as long as there are a minimum of three NACs. Neighboring
cities not having their own SBS facilities can share the resources of their
closest NAC via the terrestrial connectivity provided by AT&T or some other






2.2.6 User-Lefined SBS-Type Tariffs
The CNDC model allows the user to modify the prestored SBS tariff to
define his own service. The monthly rates for each SBS component can be
specified as user input, thereby allowing many variations of the tariff to be
defined within the same basic structure of the prestored SBS tariff. For
example, individual components can be eliminated for postulated tariffs by
assigning them a rate equal to zero. In this case, that particular component
would have no contribution to the coat calculations performed by the model.
Although specific rates may be changed, the basic connectivity philosophy of
the tariff cannot be changed.
The pricing structure of the SBS tariff has a significant effect on the
complexity of the modeling procedures and the optimization of overall network
costs. This is due to the nonlinear variation of SBS service costs as a func-
tion of traffic volume. This topic is discussed in detail in section 3.6.
2.3 Network Connectivities Possible Within the CNDC Model
r	 The CNDC model provides the capability to define a given network of
L	
cities and a set of applicable tariffs regulating communications service to
!	 those cities. Specifically, the following types of network problems can be





All terrestrial networks - involving one or more terrestrial tariffs
LM1 II lll_
	 that may include the prestored AT&T tariff and multiple user-defined





All satellite networks - involving the prestored WU satellite tariff
and/or multiple user-defined variations of it (See Figure 2-2),
All satellite networks - involving the prestored SBS satellite
tariff and/or multiple user-defined variations of it (See Figure 2-3),
Mixed terrestrial/aatellite networks - involving one terrestrial
tariff (either prestored AT&T or user-defined) and one satellite
tariff (either prestored WU or a user-defined variation of it), (See
Figure 2-4), and
Mixed terrestrial/satellite networks - involving one terrestrial
tariff (either prestored AT&T or a user-defined variation of it) and
one satellite tariff (either prestored S9S or a user-defined variation
of it) (See Figure 2-5).
Figures 2-1 through 2-5 illustrate the different types of network con-





























































































































































































































































3.0 CHARACTERIZATION OF NETWORK ANALYSIS PROBLEMS
The types of network that can be evaluated using the CNDC model fall
into three general classes:
	
1) those involving networks whose costs are a
function of distance ( distance-sensitive);
	
2) those involving networks chose
costs are fixed as a function of nodal pairs (distance
-
insensitive); and
3) those whose costs depend on traffic volume (usage-sensitive).	 Distance-
sensitive problems involve networks whose communication links have fixed
costs associated with them, which can be computed given the locations of
network cites.	 In this case, each voice circuit has a fixed monthly cost
^- regardless of the network connectivity or traffic conditions.	 The distance-
insensitive problems involve satellite networks where specific city pairs
have be n designed with a fixed circuit cost per month regardless of traffic
condition.	 The final type of problem is the usage -sensitive one which has
9.
variable usage costs that are a function of the traffic volume at each net-
work node.
	
Within the CNDC model, the network problem takes on a unique
character depending on the type of tariffs involved. 	 The general class of
k` each problem type that can be analyzed with the CNDC model is as follows:
l
All terrestrial (AT&T type) - distance -sensitive,
f^h
s	




	 All satellite ( SBS type) - usage-sensitive (under the assumption of no







Nixed terrestrial /satellite (AT6T /WU) - distance-sensitive, distance
insensitive, and




Within each class of network problem are two subproblems, one dealing
with a least-cost network solution, which is concerned with minimizing over-
all network cost, and the other dealing with least -cost route solutions for
all intercity links within the network. The least-cost network solution can
be shown to be the union of all least-cost routes within the network; hence,
one subproblem is a subset of the other.
The distance-sensitive network problems have received much attention
from researchers and mathematicians. These types of problems are amenable to
solution via zn abundance of well-known network algorithms. The usage -sensi-
tive problems have not been dealt with at great length in the literature and,
for this project, required the development of heuristic approaches to network
optimization.
Before proceeding with the discussion of the various problem types, some
familiarity with network terminology will be helpful.
3.1 Basic Network Terminology
A network consists of a finite set of nodes and a finite set of
links connecting pairs of nodes.	 The network nodes are assigned numbers




described by ordered pairs of nodes. The first element in the ordered pair
ix the number of the originating node for the link, and the second element of
the ordered pair indicates the node at which the link terminates. The
ordered pair (i,j) denotes the link that connects node i to node j
(1<_[i,j]<_ N). Values of a measure such as cost, distance, or energy level
are generally assigned to links of the network. Network optimization
techniques seek to maximize or minimize with respect to the measure used.
A network is said to be directed if the value associated with link
(i,j) is in general not equal to the value associated with link (j,i). A
path is a finite sequence of links connecting two nodes. The terminating
node of each link in the path, except the last link, is the originating node
of the next link in the path. For example, the set of links (x,y), (y,z),
(z,w), (w,t) is a path from node x to node t. A path can be described by
listing the nodes it includes. The above example is then determined by the
sequence of nodes x,y,z,w,t. The path is denoted x-y-z-w-t.
Network optimization algorithms generally assume that link values are
additive. This assumption is necessary for the comparison of alternative
paths. The value of the link from node x to node y can be compared to the
sum of the value of the links through a third node. The shortest-path con-
necting two nodes, then, is a path between the two nodes so that the sum of
the values of the links comprising the path is a minimum. The algorithms
thus assume that the addition of link values is meaningful. If link values
represent distance, for example, the total distance covered in traversing a
path is equal to the sum of the lengths of the links. The measure of in-
terest must be transformed so as to be additive or otherwise expressed in a




r	 3.2 The Least -Cost Routing Problem
r !n
A network contains a collection of nodes. Select from this collection a
node of interest, which will be called the root node. The least-cost route
from this root node is the set of links required to connect the root to every
other node in the network at the least cost.
Figure 3-1. A Tre? with Root at Node 1
Every node in the network has its associated least-cost route to every other
node.
A least-cost route from a given node forms a structure called a tree
which includes all nodes in the network. All paths in this tree are directed
ii
	
outward from the root and a given node in the tree can be reached from the








Research in the area of ahortest-path (least-cost) methods has resulted
in the development of several efficient computer codes to solve this problem
(5, 7). However, the CNDC model determines the least-cost routes as a by-
product of the solution of the leant-cost network problem (See section 3.3).
3.3 The Least-Cost Network Problem
The least-cost network problem involves finding the set of links that
provides complete connectivity between all pairs of nodes in the network at
the minimum cost. In fact, the least-cost network is the union of all the
least-cost routes described in section 3.2.
g
`	 The solution of the least-cost network problem implemented in the CNDC
Q	
model is based on an algorithm of Floyd (12). This algorithm has been expan-





least-cost network is determined. This additional information is then used
to describe the least-cost routes.
3.4 Literature Review of Network Routing Algorithms
t
i
The majority of literature reviewed dealt with the distance-sensitive
class of network problems, as previously discussed.
4	
The basic algorithms underlying virtually all of the existing computer
codes are very similar; two approaches were described by Dantzig (1) and
is	 1
r(	 Dijkstra (2) in 1959. Both of these methods are variations of the primal





however, can take many forms and can affect the efficiency of the algorithm
tremendously. Over a decade, from 1968 to 1977, execution times to solve a
problem using the same general algorithm, computer, and compiler became as
much as 50 times faster (5,7). This improvement is due to progress in the
field of "computer implementation technology" and the discovery of highly
efficient ways to store and access the network data. The efficiency of a
code also depends on the characteristics of the network, with certain methods
gaining an advantage for specific types of problems.
The CNDC model involves the implementation of two distinct optimization
algorithms, one dealing with least -cost routes and the other dealing with the
least-cost network.
The first problem involves finding the least-cost route from a given
origin ( or root) node to all other nodes in the network. This problem has
received considerable attention in the literature, and many different imple-
mentations have been documented, coded, and tested. The least-cost network
problem !requires the determination of the network configuration having an
overall minimum cost out of all possible routing configurations. In contrast
to the least-cost routing problem, this problem appears to have been solved
definitively and has received far less attention. Simple avid efficient
algorithms have been coded and published.
-q
:	 Table 3-1 lists some of the factors that affect algorithm performance
r;
and the assumptions about their value in the networks analyzed by the CNDC
model. These assumptions have been considered throughout the literature
k







Table 3-1 Factors Affecting the Performance of
Network Optimization Algorithms
1. Size of network
	
Up to 600 nodes; up to 359 ,400 area
2. Range of link lengths
	
Unknown; expect it to be high
3. Density of network
	
Totally dense
4. Topology of network
	
Completely unstructured








ming that are difficult
or inefficient to duplicate
in a higher level language)




8. Capacities of links	 Unlimited
Several articles have been written over the past twenty years that
attempt to summarize and/or compare the shortest path algorithms that the
K authors were aware of at the time. These overviews have been useful in
i
comparing the available techniques (3, 4, 5, 6, 7). The earliest survey
a
I.	 studied was by Pollack and Wiebenson in 1959 (3). Their article presents
+f {'	 descriptions of several methods and discusses the advantages and disadvan-
tages of each. The authors discuss methods they attribute to Minty and,
f








A paper by Dreyfus in 1968 ( 4) claims the Dijkstra algorithm "outper-
formed all compeLi . tors." This paper also discusses the least -cost network
problem and concludes that two algorithms, both requiring N*(N-1 )*( N-2)
i
additions and comparisons, "are easily proved, and programmed, and culminate
a steady progression of successive improvements . . . (and hence)	 there
I
I	 is good reason to believe that they are definitive." Its amount of
A
computation required by these methods was also considered by Hu (9) to
compare favorably to that of other methods. One of these methods was coded
as Algorithm 97 in the Communications of the ACM (12).
A 1973 comparative study was published by Gilsinn and Witzgall ( 5) that
summarized available methods, measured their comparative efficiency, and
focused attention on the importance of implementation technology. They
concluded that a code developed by Dial ( 13), based on an algorithm of Moore
(14) and published as algorithm: 360 in the Communications of the ACM, was the	 M
fastest available.
A 1979 comparative analysis by Dial and others included results measur-
ing the speed of the above-mentioned method (referred to as code S1) as well
^ l
	
	as several others. For the class of networks under investigation, in par-
ticular, a dense network with a wide range of nonnegative link lengths,
Dial's improvement to his own code (referred to as code S2) appears superior.
The advantage of code S2 over code S1 appears to increase with the density of
the network. Several attempts were made by those authors t o improve on the
`	 code, and execution times increased in each case. The conclusion was that
the overhead added in attempting to avoid unnecessary processing was greater













'	 3.5 Usage-Sensitive Network Problems
d
As is implied by the literature review, the solution of the general
least-cost routing problem has received substantial discussion in the litera-
ture. Algorithms have been presented that are efficient and fairly straight-
forward. All of these algorithms require a set of known and fixed link costs
for their solution. Networks involving tariffs that are distance -sensitive,
such as AM and VU, can be analyzed quite readily with these general algor-
itnms. Por networks involving usage-sensitive tariffs, such as SBS, the link
costs are a variable function of the traffic volume transmitted over the
link. In general„ the cost per circuit is quantity discounted and decreases
as the traffic volume increases. However, the relationship between circuit
cost and volume level is highly nonlinear. To determine the link costs for
these types of tariffs, the exact traffic volume over the link must be known.
The actual traffic over any link will depend on the number of cities that
send their traffic partially over the satellite links, instead of transmit-
ting directly on other terrestrial links. The capability to share satellite
facilities among several cities is permitted by the SBS tariff and the usage
costs are prorated among the users on the basis of their proportion of the
total traffic volume originating at the NAC. In order to calculate the cost
per circuit for SBS satellite links (or CPS tariffs in general), the total
traffic volume over the link must be known. Based on this traffic level,
the facility can be sized and costed. In a mixed terrestrial /SBP network,






For each city in the network, the costs of each alternative must be
compared to determine the least -cost link for the distance and traffic volume
under consideration. The basic problem in performing such a comparison is in
fixing the satellite link costs. A method is required to determine which
cities will share a single satellite facility and how much traffic will be
transmitted over the satellite link. The following section provides some
insight into the complexity of dealing with usage-sensitive tariffs by taking
a closer look at the SBS tariff.
3.6 An Examination of the SBS Tariff Pricing Structure
The SBS tariff is different than both the AT &T and NU types in that it
is usage- or volume-sensitive as opposed to distance -sensitive. Link
distance ha s no bearing on the cost per circuit at all. The cost to connect
a customer premise on the east coast to one on the west coast may be the same
as that for connecting two custo.,z premises within the same city. The
actual cost per circuit is a function of the traffic requirement between
nodes.
Another characteristic of the SBS tariff is that SBS network access
facilities may be shared among "neighboring" cities. The traffic requirement
of these neighboring cities is pooled with that of the city containing the





Because the SBS tariff is usage
-sensitive, the number of neighboring







important factors in determining the size of the SBS facility and in
calculating the cost per circuit over the links. As a first step in develop-
ing network design and costing criteria for SB-type networks, an SBS cost
function was developed and values of circuit: cost versus usage level were
plotted. At this point in the tariff analysis, there was no attempt at opti-
mization, but only to develop insight into the effect on the cost per circuit
of the various rate elements. This allowed an examination of the behavior of
of SBS circuit costs as traffic volume through an SBS facility increases.
The assumptions made for this analysis are summarized as follows:
Only CNS-A analog services were considered,
Seven analog voice-grade CAUs can be connected to each FTU before an
additional FTU must be added*,
Minimum CAU charges were included in the cost calculations, and
The traffic level used for the cost calculations was assumed to
represent simplex voice circuits originating at a NAC facility.
The actual SBS tariff rates, effective as of 1 November 1982, were used
as a baseline for the analysis*. In all cases, the resulting cost per cir-
cuit represented a monthly charge, calculated on the basis of the monthly
charges for each of the SBS. facility components required for the traffic
level specified. The baseline rates used were as follows:






CNS•-A NAC charge - $17,850/month;
Minimum CAU charge - $17,850/month;
SCU charge - $5,700/month;
FTU charge	 $2,550/month; and
Analog CAU charges -
For 1 to 150 CAUs - $95/CAU/month,
For 151 to 300 CAUs - $14,250 + $90/CAU over 150/month, and
i
For 300 CAUs - $27,750 + $65/CAU over 300/month.
The primary objective of this analysis woo to develop a volume-sensi-
tive function of SBS cost per circuit and examine its characteristics over
some range of traffic volume using actual, tariff rates.
The methodology employed in this analysis was as follows:
1-.
	
r,	 1.	 Develop a computer program to generate actual SBS cost values as a
function of traffic volume and plot the calculated SBS cost per circuit
versus the number of circuits, and
2. Input the actual SBS tariff rates, effective 1 November 1982, and
	
I	
generate the baseline (actual) SBS cost function over a range of traffic
volume.
The baseline SBS cost function was initially plotted over a 0 to 10,000
voice circuit range and is shown in figure 3-2. The function is character-
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traffic volume increases. For low traffic levels, the cost per circuit is
very high. In fact, the first circuit costs $38,250. (This cost is for one
NAC structured to handle one VF.) However, the cost function rapidly de-
creases as volume increases. Figure 3-2 shows a sharp decrease in cost until
the capacity of the initial NAC is exceeded just before point A ( 373 voice
circuits ( VFs)). Point A reflects the cost of the first supplemental capac-
ity unit, which provides for an additional 372 VFs. Point B reflects the
addition of a second and final SCU, bringing the total NAC capacity in VFs up
to 1116 0 x 372). Once this capacity is reached, an additional NAC must be
placed in service; the cost effects of this are shown at point C. As the
traffic volume increases, SCUs and NACs are added in the sequence ( SCU, SCU,
NAC) at volume increments of 372 VFs. As shown in figure 3-2, the incre-
mental cost per circuit of this equipment diminishes as volume increases. In
fact, the SBS cost curve converges to some constant value as volume increases.
It was of interest to look at an expansion of the region (0 to 500 VFs).
This is shown in figure 3-3 for the baseline cost function. The sawtooth
effect shows the incremental costs associated with the addition of FTUs at
every 7 VFs. This incremental cost also diminishes as traffic volume in-
creases. The incremental cost per circuit for the addition of an SCU is
clearly shown at point A (373 VFs).
The conclusions drawn from this analysis are summarized as follows:
The SBS cost function is characterized as a convergent nonlinear
decreasing function, approaching some constant cost value as
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The cost function is not strictly decreasing, as there are incre-
mental cost increases associated with the additiGn of FTUs, SCUs,
and NACs. The effect of each of these additions diminishes as
volume increases.
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4.0 NETWORK OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS OF THE CNDC MODEL
The CNDC model provides solutions to two different network problems.
The first problem deals with the least-cost routes connecting unique pairs of
network nodes, exclusive of other network traffic. The second problem con-
siders the entire network to find the set of links connecting the nodes so
that overall network cost is minimized. This section discusses the optimiza-
tion algorithms implemented in the CNDC model and explains the method used to
provide solutions to each of the two problems.
4.1 Network Types Evaluated by the CNDC Model
There are five network types for which the CNDC model must determine the
optimal routing solutions. They are characterized by the types of service
offerings as follows:
1. All AT&T type terrestrial tariffs.
2. All WU-type tariffs.
3. All SBS-type tariffs.
4. Mixture of one AT&T type terrestrial tariff and one WU-type tariff.
5. Mixture of one AT&T type terrestrial tariff and one SBS-type tariff.
In network types 1 through 4, the tariff providing the least-cost service for
each link is determined. For satellite-only networks ( types 2 and 3), the
optimal routing solution is straightforward because all satellite routes
must be direct; that is, double hopping is not permitted. When the network







path between each pair of nodes in the network because indirect routing is
possible.	 The network optimization technique described in section 4.2 per-
forms this function.
I In the communications networks modeled for the CNDC program, up to 600
rate centers define the network nodes. 	 Directed links are assumed to connect
all ordered pairs of nodes.
	 The link traffic is represented in terms of
single voice circuits providing voice communications between rate centers.
The criterion being optimized is cost.
	 In order to satisfy the additivity
assumption of the network algorithm, link costs must be expressed as costs
per circuit.	 After the execution of the network algorithm, the number of
voice circuits required on each link is multiplied by the cost per voice
¢A¢" circuit on the link to determine total link cost:,.
' The resulting cost per circuit associated with each link of the routing
1
solution represents a minimum over all tariffs in a given run.
	 Except for
. the SBS mixed problem, costs are minimized over all tariffs prior to network
optimization.	 The network that is input to the optimization algorithm has,
at most, a single, least-cost direct link between each ordered pair of nodes.
4.2
	 Distance-Sensitive Network Optimization Algorithm
The algorithm used by the CNDC model to find the least-cost network (and
least-cost routes) is based on an algorithm of Floyd (12). The algorithm
determines least-cost paths between all pairs of nodes. The algorithm also
considers all network nodes for inclusion in all paths. Whenever the inclu-




node. If no combination of links results in a lover cost than the direct
link, the direct link will never be replaced in the routing solution.
The network nodes are numbered from 1 to N. 	 The minimum cost of links
i
between each pair of nodes are stored in an array, M k .	 (The superscript
' denotes the state of the M array on the k th iteration of the algorithm.)
The element ( i,j) of this array represents the cost associated with the opti-
mal link from node i to node j. 	 If no link exists between any pair of nodes,
the corresponding cost is infinite.	 The computer representation of infinity
,. can be an arbitrary large number (i.e., 9999999).
	
The diagonal elements in
y; the M array are all zero because there is no cost to connect a node to
-_ itself.	 The optimization algo;	 thm constructs N additional M arrays where
S^
tt
	 t each array is determined recursively from the entries in the preceding array.
The recursion equation used to determine the entry in cell ( i,j) of the nth
,
t	
^ array, Mn , is
Hi. - min	 Minl + Hn. l , Mi-1	(1){J	 J	 J
fwhere 15 n 5 N.
This equation is applied for all pairs (i,j) where neither i nor j is equal
to n. It can be interpreted as testing whether routing the traffic from node
i to node j via node n reduces the associated cost per circuit. If so, node
n is included in the path (i,j). A second array, O n , is constructed at
each iteration to record the second node in each path.
An intermediate node is any node in the path except the initial or


















Figure 4-1. A Sample Network
M°	 0.
1	 2	 3	 4	 1	 2	 3	 4
1
 0	 4	 2	 8	 1	 1	 2	 3	 4
0	 1	 42	 2	 1	 2	 3	 4
9 0 43	 3	 1	 2 3 4
4	 4	 1	 2	 3 4
3
8
2 @ 9 0
Figure 4-2. Initial Arrays M° and 0 0








pairs of nodes where only the first n nodes appear in any path. The array
Mp+l is constructed by considering the (n+l ) st node for inclusion in eych
1	 path.
i
a	 Upon termination, cell ( i,j) of the final array, Mn , represents the
cost associated with the least -cost path from node i, to node j. At the nth
iteration, node n is being considered for inclusion in the least cos t- path
r,	 from node i to node j. If the inclusion of node n results in a cost that is
^`	 7
less than Mn-l ( i,j) then Mn ( i,j) will be the lesser cost, otherwise Mn(i,j)
twill be the same as Mn-l (i,j). It follows, then, that at the nth itera-
tion, the least
-cost path from node i to node j includes only intermediate





-node directed network shown in figure 4-1.
The costs of direct links are indicated by the numbers attached to the links.
The network contains direct links between all pairs of nodes. The initial
--	 M and 0 arrays are shown in figure 4-2. Row indices correspond to the
numbers of originating nodes, and column indices correspond to the numbers of
1	
terminating nodes. Cell ( i,j) of the Mn
 array indicates the cost per cir-
cuit of traffic from node i to node j. Cell ( i,j) of the On
 array indi-
cates the second node in the path from node i to node j.
The array Ml
 is constructed recursively from M °





1	 0	 o	 e
-
Path Selected
min { M21 + M13 ' M23) = min t3 + 2, 1 	 -1M23 2-3
M24 = min { N21 + M14	 M24 } = min	 3 + 8, 4	 = 4 2-4
M32 
- 
min l M31 + MU ' M;2 ) _ min	 B + 4, 9	 = 9 3-2t
M34 - min { M31 + M14 ' M34	 `min { B + 8, 4 } = 4 3-4
`	
{ 2 + 4, 6 } = 61442 - min { M41 + M12	 M42 min 4-2'
l1443 - min I N41 + M13	 N43) `min i 2 + 2, 9} - 4 4-1-3
d Remembering that 0.= 0 for all n when i = j (these are the diagonals), weLj
' have Mil = M22 = M13 - M	 0.	 The remainder of the cells of the M1 array
will have the same values as the M e array because of the following
relationships:
a n	 =	 l
	 and	 (2)Nin	 In
kn .
	
= Mnj1 .	 (3)
This can be seen by examining the recursion equations for M14 and M41
}
1
1	 (	 0	 0	 0	 0
M14	 `min	 S Mll + M14 ' M14 )	 M14
^
1	 0	 0	 0	 0
M41	
- 
min	 M41 + Ml 	 ' M41)	 = M41
Thus, for the first iteration, the entries in row and column 1 retain their
previous values. 	 The originating and terminating nodes of a path need not be
considered for inclusion as intermediate nodes in the path.	 The arrays M2,
M3 , M4 , 02 , 03 , and 04 are calculated in a similar manner.
	 The
I
least-cost network defined by M4 and 04 is represented in figure 4-3. I





Figure 4-3. Least Cost Routes of Sample Network
The paths connecting pairs of nodes in the least-cost network are traced
from the final 0 array. The second node on the path from node 1 to node 4 is
node 3, since 014= 3. The second node on the path from node 3 to node 4 is
4, since 04 = 4. The path from node I to node 2 to node 4 is therefore
34
1-3-4.
The link costs associated with the least-cost solution can be obtained
directly from the final M array. Each cell (i,j) of the final M array con-
tains the cost of the least-cost route from node i to node j._ The least-cost
routes connecting all nodes of the sample network and their associated costs
are shown in table 4-1.
4.2.1 Costing of Least-Cost Routes
The final 0 array of the network routing solution provides a data struc-






























1 2 3 4 
0 4 2 8 
3 0 1 4 
8 9 0 4 
2 6 4 0 
M2 
1 234 
0 4 2 8 
3 0 1 4 
8 9 0 4 
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M3 
1 234 
0 4 2 6 
3 0 1 4 
B 9 0 4 
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1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 1 4 
02 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 1 4 
03 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 3 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 1 4 
04 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 3 
1 2 3 4 
4 2 3 4 
1 2 1 4 
Figure 4-4. MN ON Arrays of Sample Network 
.. 
4-8 
4Table 4-1. Sample Least-Cost Routing Solutions from the Final N Array
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pairs of nodes in the network. In order to determine the total cost over a
given least-cost route, the traffic between all pairs of nodes in the route
must be added to the appropriate link. Consider, for example, a least-cost
route from node x to node y via intermediate nodes v and w, as shown in
figure 4-5.












The link between node v and w must be sized to accommodate the sum of the
following traffic volumes:
I
Traffic from node x to node y,
I
Traffic from node x to node w,
Traffic from nods v to node v, and
Traffic from node v to node y.
i
The results of the network optimization algorithm are used by the CNDC
model to describe each least-cost route in the network. The appropriate
r-
traffic volumes traversing each link in the route are summed. The corre-
sponding cost per circuit is multiplied by the total traffic to calculate the
j r	)	 total cost over the link. The costs of all intermediate links are then





	 The costing procedure does not consider pass-through network traffic
(i.e. traffic that either originates or terminates at nodes not on the least-
!
f	 cost path under consideration).
4






In order to cost the least-cost network, it is necessary to determine
the total network traffic traversing each link in the least-cost network,
F	 including traffic originating or terminating at nodes not on the link.
Consider the example shown in figure 4-6. Suppose the least-cost network
iW.
for the three nodes consists of the links as shown. To determine the total
traffic on each link, the model adds the traffic volume for each node pair to
the total volume for each link in the path. The link totals represent the
total network traffic on the links. The pairs of nodes in the least-cost
network in figure 4-6 are (1,2), (1,3), (2,1), (2,3), (3,1), and (3,2).
Figure 4-6. A Least Cost Network
Exavple: Denote the traffic column between nodes i 4,id j by Tij. Denote
the total network traffic volume on link (i,j) by T(i,j). Traversing the
paths connecting each pair of nodes yields the link volumes:
T(1,2) = T12 + T32,
T(1,3) = T13,
i	 T(2,3) = T21 + T23, and
T(3,1) = T21 +T31 + 132-
1 ^	 ^
The paths ( 1,2) and ( 1,3) are direct, so T12 is added to T(1,2)
and T13 is added to T(1,3).
	
The path ( 2,1) is via node 3, so T 21 is
only added to T(2,3) and T(3,1'). 	 The path ( 2,3) is direct, so T23 is
i
only added to T(2,3).	 The path (3,1) is direct so T31 is added to
T(3,1).	 The path ( 3,2) is via node 1, so T3 2








The procedure outlined in the preceding example is executed by the CNDC
model for the least -cost network based on the outputs of the network optimiz-
ation algorithm. The link volumes thus obtained are multiplied by the mini-
mum cost per circuit associated with each link to determine the total cost of
the link. The sum of the costs for each link is the overall network cost.
4.3 Usage-Sensitive Network Optimization Algorithm
This section discusses the algorithm implemented in the CNDC model to
determine the least -cost network solution for a mixed SBS / terrestrial-type
network. The determination of an optimal solution is hindered by a usage-
sensitive, nonlinear SBS cost function with many local extreme points, as
shown in figure 4-7. A heuristic approach is developed to:
1. Iteratively partition the network such that varying levels of
interpartition satellite traffic can be evaluated with respect to
total network cost.
2. Select the location of NACs within each partition such that intra-
partition traffic costs are minimal.
s
t
	s,	 3. Determine the combination of terrestrial and satellite services
t
yielding the least -cost routes between all network nodes.
.r
4
1^'i The usage -sensitive problems ca pable of beine analvzed by the CNDC model
	
'	 involve a single AT&T type terrestrial tariff and a single SBS type satellite
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carrier or some user-defined variation having the same pricing and connecti-
vity structure.
4.3.1 Overview of the Usage-Sensitive Algorithm
r
The algorithm initially performs a least-cost routing solution using
only the input terrestrial tariff and the distance-sensitive procedures
discussed in section 4.2. The resulting solution is placed into computer
storage for later cost comparisons. The entire network is then divided into
partitions or clusters of nodes, with each partition having exactly one satel-




Intranartition traffic is defined as the traffic between any two cities
within the same partition. The actual link between these two cities may	
6
include segments inside and/or outside of the partition. All intrapartition
traffic uses terrestrial links. Interoartition traffic is defined as the
traffic between any two cities that are not members of the same partition. The
choice of service (satellite or terrestrial) for interpartition links is
decided on the basis of cost. All interpartition traffic is routed through the
NAC cities in the respective partitions if satellite service is used. By
pooling satellite traffic on a partition basis, the lowest possible satellite
cost per circuit can be achieved since these are volume-sensitive costs.
Initially, the algorithm assumes all interpartition traffic will use
satellite service and will be routed through the partition NAC city. The


















cost per circuit. A determination is then made as to what portion of the
initially assumed traffic volume through the NAC can cost justify the use of
the satellite link versus the terrestrial alternative. The algorithm will
iteratively calculate the SBS cost per circuit based on total traffic through
the NAC cities. During each iteration, it will perform comparisons of satel-
lite versus terrestrial costs for each city pair. A decision will then be
made regarding which service cost is lower. The total traffic volume of
those cities favoring terrestrial links will be removed from the total. routed
through the NAC city, and a new satellite cost per circuit will be calcu-
lated. This process is repeated until no further cities change service. At
this point, a network solution is obtained. Network costs are then computed
as previously described in section 4.2. The cost solution is stored in
computer memory for comparison to the cost solution from the next iteration.
The algorithm performs its first iteration with only three partitions
and three satellite NACs. During each iteration, the number of network
partitions and satellite access cities is increased. A cost solution is
generated during each iteration and total network cost is tracked. A
determination is made when a minimum cost network has been obtained and the
resulting solution is printed out. The solution includes the minimum cost
network configuration of satellite access cities for a combined terrestrial/
satellite service network.
The algorithm provides an option for the user to bypass the automatic
network configuration function and to specify an input set of satellite NACs.
In this case, the network is partitioned around the input set of NACs and the
algorithm proceeds as previously described.







Figure 4-8 provides a flow diagram for the algorithm and depicts the rela-
tionship between these functional modules. During the initialization phase,
the least-cost solution for an all-terrestrial network is calculated and the
starting number of satellite network access cities is set to three (minimum
for SBS CNS-A networks). The partitioning function assigns each city in the
network to a partition. It also selects one city within each partition as
the NAC for satellite service. All other cities within the partition will
route their satellite traffic through the NAC. As the algorithm proceeds
through its iterations, the number of partitions increases and, consequently,
the amount of satellite traffic passing through each NAC dec=reases.
The service decisionmaking function performs cost comparisons regarding
terrestrial versus satellite service for each link in the network. Initial
assumptions are made regarding satellite traffic volume, and service changes
may occur based on cost comparisons. The service decisionmaking function
iteratively evaluates link costs, selects the least-cost alternate service,
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Figure 4-8b. Flow Diagram for Usage Sensitive Algorithm
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The cost response tracking function maintains a history of total network
cost resulting from the solution generated during each iteration (i.e., with
a
a specific number of network partitions and NACs). The minimum cost solution
is identified Irum Lho trend ut cost suluLions.
4.3.2 Partitioning Function
The network partitioning component of the algorithm divides the total
network into nonoverlapping partitions, with the number of partitions equal
{	 to the number of NAC cities. A partition is defined as a NAC city and an
associated set of non
—NAC cities within the network having the following
characteristics:
For each non—NAC city within the network, its nearest (in a cost—
1	 wise sense) NAC neighbor is identified and the non—NAC city is
L	 assigned to that NAC city's partition.
l
	
	 Only terrestrial costs are considered because it has been assumed that all
intrapartition traffic will use terrestrial services. The intent in
G
constructing the network partitions is to configure each intrapartition
network so that its traffic costs are a minimum. Because terrestrial
services are being considered, there are three factors that will determine
{	 the link costs:
Distance of the link,












The minimum cost links for i .ntrapartiti .on traffic will be identical to those
resulting from a solution of the terrestrial-only least -cost network problem.
The network partitioning component of the algorithm will require this solu-
tion as an input.
The partitioning function has a goal of segmenting the network into
homogeneous groupings or "natural" clusters of cities. The partitioning
problem can be restated as a classification or class assignment problem, with
each partition representing a separate class. The network of cities can be
viewdd in an abstract sense as a set of points in two-dimensional coordinate
space with each point defined by its vertical and horizontal coordinates.
Higher dimensions could be defined by considering the traffic distributions
(originating and terminating) associated with each city; however, this was
not done for the p°.sent study. The partitioning function seeks to identify
specific patterns of points in this two-dimensional space (pattern space).
Points in the pattern space belonging to the same class should tend to
cluster according to some metric on the space. Similarly, representations of
dissimilar patterns (i.e., from different classes) should lie in different
regions of the space. Clustering methods can provide useful techniques for
1O
i discovering regularities, structures or^	 	 	 	 ,	 patterns in complex data seta. One
r
e
such technique, known as hierarchical clustering, is used in the network
partitioning function.
`	 Before discussing hierarchial clustering, it is important that the
4
r	 concepts of pattern similarity and pattern space metrics be understood.
The process of pattern recognition in based on measurements or features
of the pattern space. The task of a pattern classifier is to assign the
features to one of several possible pattern classes. Two different patterns
should be assigned to the same class on the basis of their being similar and
to different classes on the basis of their being dissimilar. There are
several possible measures of similarity that can be completed from feature
measurements. Pattern classification is dependent on both the similarity
measure employed as well as on the effectiveness of the particular feature
measurements for classification purposes. In a statistical sense, pattern
classification attempts to minimize the within-class pattern variability,
while enhancing the between-class variability. If effective features are
used, pattern representations should tend to assemble into well-separated
groups or clusters, with one cluster for each pattern. The pattern classi-
fication problem becomes one of partitioning the feature space into regions,
with one region for each class. Good features enhance within-class pattern
similarity and between-class pattern dissimilarity. The primary features
employed in the partitioning scheme of the algorithm are the vertical and
horizontal coordinates of each network city.
The greater the average pairwise distance between patterns of different
classes, the better the separability of the two classes. The notion of
interclass distance is the simplest concept of class separability that can




The distance between two points in a multidimensional space can be
measured by any convenient metric. A large number of metrics have been




advantages and disadvantages (16). One of the most commonly used metrics is the
f Euclidean distance measure. Given two points in a multidimensional space,
j denoted by the vectors X k and X1, the Euclidean metric, x, is defined
simply as the square root of the sum of squares between the points. 	 That is:
11 /2	 1/2U  (Xk , Xe ) - E L(XkJ - Xl,)2 J	 - I (Xk - X l ) t (Xk - XI) J	 (4)L	 L
where d - the number of features.
For the CNDC model, each city has two features (d-2). For any two
cities k and 1, the Euclidean distance is:
11/2
ox (Xk




 - vertical coordinate of city k,
lXk2 - horizontal coordinate of city k,
I:	 Xl) - vertical coordinate of city 1, and
X1 2 - horizontal coordinate of city 1.
r	 The clustering algorithm attempts to partition the network of cities
`e
t	 into homogeneous subsets or clusters by considering the similarities of
cities with respect to their geographic location, using vertical and horizon-
i.
tal coordinates as measurement features. The use of the Euclidean distance
j(	 metric supports the concept that points in the same cluster or partition
should be close to each other. This is reasonable if terrestrial tails to






one cluster should be some distance from those of other clusters if the use
of the satellite service is to be economically feasible, as will be discussed
in the next section on service deeisionmakinp,.
The clustering algorithm proceeds through several stages in which
clusters are iteratively merged into other clusters until there is
effectively only one cluster remaining that contains all data points. At any
stage of the hierarchical clustering algorithm, the pair of the existing
clusters that are most similar are merged to create a new cluster, thus
reducing the number of clusters within the data set by one. For an
observation data set of n points, the algorithm terminates after n-1 steps.
Natural clusters of points in the data set are detected by assessing the











At every stage of the clustering process, the hierarchical approach
involves merging together the two most similar clusters. Initially, every
city is considered as a separate cluster. In the next stage, the two most
similar cities are combined to form one cluster. This merging process is
continued in the consecutive stages of the cluster analysis, thus reducing
the number of clusters at each stage by one. The clustering procedure is
terminated when the number of clusters is reduced to three sit :ce the SBS
tariff requires a minimum of three NAC locations in the network. Figure 4-9
depicts the clustering process.
The Euclidean distance measure is nearly identical to the airline mile-
age formula of the AT&T terrestrial tariff and, as such, provides no real





tinning function is to divide the network into partitions no lhnt Ibe i lit ra-
partition costs will be minimal, all factors that affect terrestrial routing
costs should be considered. Aside from the particular tariff used, the only
other factor that affects cost is the status (listed /unlisted) of the cities
at either end of each link. The clustering technique was enhanced by using
terrestrial link cost as a baais of partitioning. This allowed both
geographic location and city status information to be considered in the
partitioning process, although location was the driving feature. During the
iterative stages of the algorithm, partitions having the lowest
interpartition link costs would be merged first.
A graphical representation of the hierarchical structure of the cluster
yielded by "•.he algorithm is called a dendogram. Figure 4-10 shows an example
of a dendogram for a hypothetical clustering problem involving eight cities.
The dendogram illustrates the cluster merging sequence as a function of
i
distance (airline mileage). For any distance threshold, a set of clusters	
r	 i
can be obtained Lhat has subelusters with similarity at least equal to the
threshold value. In figure 4-10, the threshold QT splits the data set into
three clusters. In general, the threshold level should be chosen so that the
intercluster distances are considerably greater than the intracluster dis-
tances.
The satellite NAC within each partition is chosen as the high traffic




minimizing total network costs; however, the resulting solution may not be
optimal. A recommended enhancement or refinement of the algorithm would
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of location assignment problem for which a variety of optimization techniques
exist. It is not envisioned that this refinement would produce networks of
significantly lower cost.
4.3.3 Service Decisionmaking Function
G	 ^.
i
The service decisionmaking component of the algorithm processes through
each partition to determine the service to be used (terrestrial or satellite)
for its traffic links to all other partitions. The specific decision crit-
eria for choosing a service for any particular interpartition link will be
the crossover cost associated with the link. The crossover cost is defined
as that total cost per circuit associated with terrestrial services between
two nodes, which will determine whether satellite or terrestrial services are
employed. If the associated satellite cost per circuit between two nodes is
lees than the corresponding crossover cost, then satellite service will be
used to link other nodes. An example is illustrated in figure 4-11. In this
example of a crossover cost, the service decision for the link between city A
in partition I and city D in partition J will be made. There are two
alternatives to consider:
1) Via the terrestrial link AD (assumed least
-cost terrestrial path),
or
f	 2) Via terrestrial link AS to satellite link BC to terrestrial link CD.
1
In order for the satellite alternative to be cost
-effective, the following





























CROSSOVER COSTAR = CAD - CAB - CCD
Figure 4-11. Example of a Crossover Cos!
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CAB + CBC + CCD	 <	 CAD, or equivalently
	 (S)
1 CBC <	 CAD — (CAB + CCD).	 (6)
The satellite cost must be less than the difference between the least—cost
terrestrial link and the sum of the tail costs in each partition (CAB +
^- CCD).	 The expression on the right side of inequality ( 6) is defined as the
crossover cost.	 Others studying similar problems have used crossover
distances.	 They have aesumed some constant satellite cost in doing so.I'
Because we are dealing wit ,', usage—sensitive satellite tariffs with a variable
y
cost per circuit function, coot per circuit must be used as the service
?. decision criterion.
kr For any partition, the crossover costs associated with links to all
^- other partitions can be calculated. 	 Each partition w Ul have its own set of
e
crossover costs, with each crossover cost having an associated traffic vol—
` ume.	 The set of crossover costs for any partition can be ordered from some
minimum value to some maximum value.
	 In making the service decision, there
g
are three possibilities regarding the value of the satellite cost:
^.
Case 1 — the satellite cost is less than the minimum crossover cost.
s
Case 2 — the satellite cost is greater than the maximum crossover cost.
e	 f
Case 3 — the satellite cost is between the minimum and maximum crossover
costs.









SC = SATELLITE COST PER CIRCUIT
Figure 412. An Orr!„ing of Crossover Costs for Any Partition
For cases 1 and 2, the decisions are clearcut. In case 1, because the
cost of the satellite link is less than the costs of all competing
terrestrial links, all inter-partition traffic originating in the partition
under consideration will be routed via satellite. In case 2, the exact
opposite is true and all traffic is routed terrestrially. Case 3 involves a
situation in which satellite routes are cost-effective for some links and not
for others.
Each partition has an associated set of ordered pairs of crossover costs
and traffic volumes corresponding to directional links to other partitions.
To calculate the satellite cost per circuit, it is initially assumed that all
nodes within any partition use the satellite link for interpartition
traffic. The total volume of originating interpartition traffic for all





This cost may produce one of the three possible cases previously discussed.
If case 3 occurs, the initial satellite cost will need to be adjusted in some
iterative manner to complete the service decisionmaking process.
When the initial satellite link cost (SCp) falls somewhere between the
minimum and maximum crossover costs, two groups of links result: one terres-






SCo = INITIAL SATELLITE LINK COST PER CIRCUIT
Figure 4-13. Grouping of Partition Links with Initial Satellite Cost
Because the value of SCp was determined on the basis of total origin-
ating traffic in the partition, the traffic associated with the links in the
terrestrial group must be removed from the total originating partition
traffic in order to calculate a new satellite cost (SCl). The new cost,
SCI, will likely be higher than the previous cost and may result in
terrestrial service becoming cost-effective for some prior satellite links.
If this happens, the volume associated with those satellite links is removed
from the satellite traffic total and a new satellite cost is again





The new satellite cost results in no further service changes, or
The new satellite cost exceeds the maximum crossover cost, in which
case all links use terrestrial service.
Figure 4-14 illustrates the transition of the satellite cost per circuit
through the service .acision stages.
Due to the behavior of the SBS cost function, it is possible for satel-
lite circuit costs to decrease as satellite traffic is removed, particularly
r
	
	 if traffic levels are near the spikes in the SBS cost function (i.e., the NAC
has a large unused capacity). In order to avoid instability in the algor-
ithm, an assumption is made that once links have decided upon terrestrial
service, this decision is final. There is no reevaluating procedure for
these links if the satellite cost comes down below the link crossover cost.
This assumption is reasonable since:
SBS cost function generally • ecreases as volume increases;
For high-volume links, the magnitude of increases in SBS cost
associated with decreases in volume will be small; and
The effect of the difference between the new satellite cost and the
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SCp = Initial satellite link cost per circuit
SCI = satellite link cost per circuit afterfirst decision stage
SCn = satellite link cost per circuit
after nth decision stage







4.3.4 Cost Response Tracking Function
The functions of the cost response tracking component of the algorithm
are:
To monitor the total network cost from the various solutions as
additional satellite NAC cities are included in the network,
To determine when the sequence of total network costs begins to
diverge,
To terminate the algorithm, and
To identify the minimum solution in the sequence.
The network solution space ranges from an all-terrestrial network with
no satellite links to an all-satellite network with no ' terrestrial links.
Although the behavior of a total network cost function depends on the
topology of the network under consideration and the tariffs used, a concave
cost curve, such as that illustrated in figure 4-15, is realistic and charac-
teristic of the SBS and AT &T tariffs. Note that the all-terrestrial case
will be the least-cost network solution for a "terrestrial only" network.
The general methodology of the cost tracking component is to first store
off the total network cost solution resulting from each iteration of the













Figure 4-15. Typical Total Network Cost Function
for the all-terrestrial solution. As each new network solution is generated,
it is compared to the stored file of previous solutions. The algorithm is
i'
	 terminated when the cost tracking component becomes "reasonably confident"
Cthat the total network cost solutions are diverging (i.e., the minimum solu-
tion has been reached). At th;s point, stored solutions can be examined and
the minimum solution identified. The solution will correspond to a network
with a specific number of NAC nodes (or partitions).
The termination scheme selected is very simple. The iterative genera-




greater than the previous minimum by a predefined factor. This factor may be
adjusted to meet the user's needs as one studies the cost response behavior














5.0 OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CNDC MODEL
5.1 Operating Environment and Program Requirements
The CNDC program was implemented on the Levis Research Center IBM 3033AP
computer system running under the TSS/370 operating system. CNDC was written
in TSS/370 FORTRAN IV. The program requires computer operator involvement
only if the user chooses to operate in batch mode using a card deck. How
-
ever, because batch mode can lie invoked from the terminal or the user may
operate iu interactive mode, operator involvement can be avoided.
The libraries containing the program and the elements of the database
that are not defined and maintained by the user are all maintained under a
single user identification. Any potential user of this model may gain access
to these files from his own user identification. This access will permit him
to make use of the model and database, but will not permit him to make any
changes to them. Those elements of the database created and maintained by
the user will be located under his user identification and are not accessible
by another user. (See section 5.2 for further discussion of the database.)
a 4	 The CNDC model can be executed in either of two modes: interactive or
^ 1
{	
batch. In the interactive mode, the user supplies model inputs and performs
t database operations interactively on a terminal. When running the model in
batch mode, input and control parameters are supplied from a card deck or
k'
disk file created off
—line from the program.




specifying a network of cities and a set of applicable tariffs. It provides
the user with the capability of specifying the types of networks to be
analyzed. The user is able to build and maintain a library of network fi,rV
specifying the cities included in each network as well as the voice traffic
between them. The user may define his own tariffs and use them to analyze
market capture given postulated rates. The user-defined network and tariffs
are built by responding to questions and options presented by the program.
The program presents a series of menus from which the user relects the
program functions he chooses to use.
5.2 Overview of Supporting Database
The files that make up the database are of two kinds: the prestored
f	 files and the user -defined files. The model does not provide the user with
k
direct access to any of these prestored files.
I
The files within the user-defined database can be referenced, created,
j	 deleted, and listed by the user within the control of the CNDC model. The
t	 I
files contain the descriptions of user-defined networks, user-defined tar-





The files within the prestored database define a set of prestored
nodes ( Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs)), the directional
4 ^i
r
s'• ^.,	 traffic between every pair of nodes, the ATBT, WU, and SBS tariffs, and the
directories to the user-defined networks and tariffs.
AM
The prestored AM tariff contains a list of the category A rate centers
and the rates for series 2000/series 3000 channela between any two cities for
three schedules: schedule 1 - both cities are category A rate centers;
schedule 2 - only one city of the pair is a category A rate center; and
schedule 3 - neither of the cities in the pair is a category A rate center.




The prestored WU tariff contains a list of satellite access city pairs
f	 along with the tariff category (long haul, medium haul, or short haul)
associated with each pair.. The tariff also contains the channel charge for
'	 each of the three categories.
The prestored SBS tariff contains the SBS monthly rates for NAC, SCU,
CNS-A FTUs, and CAUs.
The CNDC model allows for the definition of user tariffs based on the
terrestrial and satellite prestored tariffs. The user may store up to
thirteen of these tariffs so they may be used as input for computer runs. P_
directory is maintained by the model of the current set of user-defined
tariffs. In the same way, the model allows for the definition and storing of
up to twenty networks so they may also be used in future computer runs. A
directory is maintained by the model of the current set of user-defined





The user has the capability to define tariffs and networks. These user-
defined network and tariff files constitute the user -defined database. These
files are built by the user through an interactive process with the model.
The user must also specify his inputs to the optimization function. These
inputs are placed in the execution control file, which is also built
interactively through the model and maintained as part of the user-defined
database.
When defining a network to be maintained as part of the user-defined
database, the user must specify which, if any, of the prestored traffic nodes
he wishes to include. In addition, he must specify the total traffic for the
k prestored nodes expressed as voice circuits. The user may also include in
z
his network traffic and nodes not specified in the prestored network and
traffic table.
A user-defined tariff is bated on the existing prestored licensed
common carrier and specialized common carrier tariffs, both terrestrial and
satellite.	 A user terrestrial tariff can be defined using the AT&T terres-
trial tariff as a point of departure. 	 The user may redefine which cities are
r'
to be considered category A and may alter any of the mileage increment
ey r, charges of the three schedules.	 A user satellite tariff can be defined using
1




satellite access city pairs and say alter the channel charge for any of the
three charge categories.	 A user satellite tariff can also be defined using
rthe SBS satellite tariff as a point of departure.





the rates specified in the tariff. However, no user defined tariff may alter
the basic conneeLivity philosophy of the existing tariff upon which it is
based.
5.3	 Overview of Computer Programs
The tasks performed by the CNDC model can be divided into two major
functions:
Create and maintain the database, and
Perform optimization on a defined problem set.
{ 5.3.1	 Database Management Routines
t
A separate stand -alone program is used to build and modify the elements 	 p
of the prestored database. 	 This program is available only to program main-
tenance personnel. 	 The user-defined database is created and maintained by
f. the INPUT module of the CNDC program. 	 Specifically, the user has the capabi-
lity to construct one or more networks for analysis, select the desired
t	 ^' common carrier tariffs to be used, or select and define his own, and set
parameters for controlling program execution. 	 The INPUT module communicates




R	 ` 5.3.2	 Optimization Routines
>E Once the user has defined a problem set for modeling and created an





optimization functions. There are five modules within CNDC to perform the
optimization:
1
INIT — Performs all the initialization of data structures required for
program execution.
COSTNG — Uses the network and tariffs specified as input to determine
link costs between all nodes of the specified network for all
tariffs. It then determines the service that provides the
least cost for every link in the network.
	
t ,	




for terrestrial—only or mixed terrestrial—WU satellite cases.
SBSMIK — Performs optimization for the problem that contains one
terrestrial and one SBS tariff.
	
y	 OUTPUT — Controls all report generation from an execution of the
s;	 optimization portion of the program. The user is provided the
t!







Output is generated by the CNDC model upon completion of each individual
problem within a run. Output consists of six reports or tables. By default,
the program will generate all six output reports. Any of the reports can be




Table 1. Input as Output
Table 2. Least-Cost Routes
Table 3. Least-Cost Network
Table 4. Output NrLwork Touts
Table 5. Tariff Summary
Table 6. Traffic Table
The contents of the six output reports are described below.
Output Report 1 - Input as Output
List of network cities
Total traffic level for network (voice circuits)
	
k' !




	 Output Report 2 - Least-Cost Route Solution
Listing of least-cost route links
Link summaries
Total airline mileage
l'	 Traffic volume on link (voice circuits)
E
voice circuit facility groupings (jumbo, master, super, base)
t -	 Cost per circuit over link
dp	 Total cost of circuits ovor link
4	 Tariff used








Listing of least-cost routes
	
f	 Link summaries ( same as Report 2)
l.
t
Output Report 4 - Network Summary
i
f Total terrestrial circuit mileage
!{` Total satellite circuit mileage





P, Total network costa
l Output Report 5 - Tariff Summary
1
Summary list for each tariff included in network solution
i Total circuit mileage
{ Total traffic
Percent of network traffic using tariff service
Total network cost associated with tariff





Output Report 6 - Traffic Table
Traffic volume (voice circuits) between all network city pairs
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16.0 INTERPRETATION OF CNDC MODEL OUTPUT
I
i	 6.1 Overview
Outpu t is generated by the CDC model upon completion of each individual
problem within a run. Output consists of six reports or tables. By default,
the program will generate all six output reports. Any of the reports can be
suppressed by user request. These reports include:
Table 1. Input as Output
Table 2. Least-Cost Routes
i
i
	 Table 3. Least-Cost Network
Table 4. Output Network Totals,
Table 5. Tariff Summary
Table 6. Traffic Table
The contents of the six output reports are described in the following
(	 sections.
r	
6.2 Input as Output
l.'
The user has the option of having the input data set for each problem
printed as the first output report. This report is printed out by default,
unless the user explicitly suppresses it via execution control file inputs.
Specifically, TABLE 1 contains the following types of information, which
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1. Indication of problem type (terrestrial-only, satellite-only, etc.),
2. Linti.ng of network file,
3. Total traffic level for the network,
4. List of tariff files, and
5. Listing of user input NAC cities (mixed-SBS problems only).
6.3 Least-Cost Route Solution
t
`	 Output TABLE 2 describes the facilities and circuits determined to
hsupply coax+unication services between each pair of cities in the net,.crk at
i
the lowest tariffed cost. The traffic on each of the least-cost routes is
provided in the form of link summaries. The contents of TABLE 2 for a single
t
city pair are shown in figure 6-2. The outputs are repeated for all unique
i
{	 city pairs in the network. In any route which uses an SBS type tariff, the
total hardware requirement associated with the origin city is itemized. The
numbered annotations on figure 6-2 are described as follows:
1. Unique city pair. The field identifies the unique city pair by
printing the four-character city codes of the originating and
termi_natng cities.
r	 2. Least-cost route. This output field identifies the nodes in the
least-cost route for the city pair. All nodes are referenced by the





3. Tonal circuit mileage. The total circuit mileage on the least-cost
route is calculated by summing the airline mileages over the route.
This number is the sum of the individual link airline mileages
listed in the Link Summary.
4. Total cost of circuits. The total circuit cost it dollars is
calculated by summing the cost of each link on the least-cost route.
The number is the aum of the costs associated with the individual
links listed in the Link Summary.
.•	 The remaining entries in TABLE 2 for a given city pair are included
v^
in a tabular summary that itemizes information about the individual
links that comprise the least-coat route. Two link summaries are
:S 
.	
provided for each directional link between the cities. The upper
link lists traffic inclusive of other network or "pass-through"
+
	
	 traffic. The lower link lists traffic exclusive of pass-through
traffic over the link.
k	 The following information appears in both Link Summaries and is
iannotated on figure 6-2. VOM The upper link summary is inclusive




5. Link. The entries in the first column of a Link Summary identify






6. Total airline mileage. This column contains the airline mileage on
each link as calculated from the vertical and horizontal coordinates
of the corresponding service nodes.
7. Traffic volume. The traffic volume on each link includes all voice
circuit requirements between nodes.
8. Facility size. The traffic requirement on each link is used to
determine the number of base groups, super groups, master groups,
and jumbo groups necessary to handle the volume on the link. A base
``
	
group consists of 12 4 KHz channels, a super group consists of 60
i.	
4 KHz channels, a master group consists of 600 4 KHz channels, and a
fjumbo group consists of 3,600 4 KHz channels.
9. Cost per circuit. This column contains the minimum tarif.fed cost io
dollars of a single circuit providing voice communication between
the respective service nodes.
10. Total cost of circuits. This column contains the total tariffed
cost in dollars for each link. The total cost is the product of the
cost of an individual circuit (item 9) multiplied by the link
traffic volume in voice circuits (item 7).
11. Tariff. This column contains the name associated with the tariff
file yielding the lowest cost per circuit for each link.
6-7
t^
12. Service. This field contains the word "TERRESTRIAL" or the word
"SATELLITE" to reflect the type of service represented by the LlilO f
used to supply circuits on each link.
6.4 Least•-Cost Network Solution
Table 3 desribes the least-cost routes between all city pairs, indica-
ting on each link of the routes the medium that is necessary to satisfy the
traffic requirements of the entire network. The contents of TABLE 3 for a
single city pair are shown in figure 6-3. The outputs are repeated for all
unique city pairs in the network. In any route which uses an SBS type
tariff, the total hardware requirement associated with the origin city is
itemized. The annotated numbers are associated with the following descrip-
tions;
1. Unique city pair. This field identifies the unique city pair by
printing the four-character city codes of the originating and
terminating cities.
2. Least-cost route. This output field identifies the nodes in the
least-cost route for the city pair. All nodes are referenced by the
corresponding four-character city code.
The remaining entries in TABLE 3 for a given city pair are included
in a tabular summary that itemizes information about the individual
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3. Link. The entries in the firat column of a Link Summary identify










4. Traffic volume. This field contains the total volume of network
traffic that traverses each link in the least —cost network expressed
as a number of voice circuits. If the least —cost route connecting
any pair of cities in the network includes the link, the correspond-
ing directional traffic volume between those cities is included in
the total network traffic volume in the link.
5. Facility size. The total network traffic requirement on each link
is used to determine the number of base groups, super groups, master
groups, and jumbo groups necessary to handle the volume on the link.
6. Cost per circuit. This column contains the minimum tariffed cost in
dollars of a single circuit providing voice 00mmunication between
the r9spective service nodes.
7. Total cost of circuits. This column contains the total tariffed
cost in dollars for each link. The total cost is the product of the
cost of an individual circuit (item 6) multiplied by the total
network traffic volume on the link in voice circuits ( item 4).
8. Tariff. This column contains the name associated with the file
containing the tariff that was determined to yield the lowest cost
per circuit for each link.
r^T
9. Service. This field contains the word "TERRESTRIAL" or the word
"SATELLITE" to reflect the type of service represented by the tariff
used to supply circuits on each link.
6.5 Network Totals
TABLE 4 summarizes least —cost routing totals for the entire least—cost
network including airline mileage, number of circuits, and circuit costs. A
typical output table is shown in figure 6-4. The annotated numbers are
associated with the following descriptions:
1. Total circuit mileage. The total terrestrial circuit mileage, the
total satellite circuit mileage, and the combined total circuit
mileage are printed. The mileage between each pair of cities is
included in the appropriate satellite or terrestrial mileage total
depending on the service between the cities. The total terrestrial
and satellite circuit mileages sum to the combined total circuit
mileage.
2. Total voice circuits. The total number of terrestrial voice
circuits, the total number of satellite voice circuits, and the
combined total number of voice circuits are printed. The number of
voice circuits determined to be required to handle the network
4.
	
traffic on each link of the least—cost network is added to the
appropriate total depending on the service used to provide voice








and satellite voice circuits sum to the combined total.
3. Cost. The total cost of all the terrestrial circuits, satellite
circuits, and combined circuits are printed. The total cost of
circuits on each link is added to the appropriate total (satellite
or terrestrial) depending on the service between the cities. The
total cost of terrestrial and satellite circuits sum to the combined
total cost of all circuits. For problems involving SBS—type
tariffs, the following output is also included in TABLE 4:
4. Summary of satellite earth station equipment. A summary of all
SBS earth station equipment is g iven, broken down into NACs, SCUs,
FTUs, and CAUs.
5. Summary of optimization results. The results of each iteration of
the cost optimization algorithm are printed. The program prints the i
total number of NACs, the total number of separate NAC locations
(there may be multiple NACs at a given location), and the total
system cost.
a
6. SBS NAC cities. Those cities that were determined to be cost
—
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p	 6.6 Tariff Summary
TABLE 5 presents a summary of tariff utilization in the routing
solutions. Statistics associated with each tariff are presented both as
r'
totals and as percentages of the corresponding overall network totals. A
typical output table is shown in figure 6-5. The annotated numbers are
associated with the following descriptions:
1. Tariff. Each tariff included in the roaring solution is identified
by name.
2. Total circuit mileage. The least -cost routing mileage associated
` P I
	 with each tariff is printed. The mileage between each pair of




	 tariff providing communication service between the cities. The
total circuit mileages for the individual tariffs sum to the total
network circuit mileage printed in TABLE 4.
3. Total voice circuits. The total number of circuits associated with
each tariff is printed. The number of voice circuits between each
pair of cities is included in the appropriate tariff total depending
on the tariff providing communication service between the cities.
The total number of voice circuits for the individual tariffs sum to
the total number of voice circuits in the least-cost network as
printed in TABLE 4.
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4. Percent of network circuits. The total number of voice circuits
associated with each tariff is expressed as a percentage of the
total number of voice circuits in the least-cost network.
5. Total cost. The total least-cost routing circuit cost assoclaLcd
e
	 with each tariff is printed. The cost of voice circuits between
t	
each city pair is included in the approrriate tariff total depending
on the tariff providing communication service between the cities.
The total costs of voice circuits for the individual tariffs sum to
the total cost of voice circuits in the least-cost network as
printed in TABLE 4.
6. Percent of net-4ork cost. The total cost of voice circuits
associated with each tariff is expressed as a percentage of the
total cost of voice circuits in the least-cost network.
7. Service. This field contains the word "TERRESTRIAL" or the word
"SATELLITE" to indicate the type of service represented by each of
the tariff's included in the routing solution.
6.7 Traffic Table
Table 6 presents a summary of the directional traffic between all
cities in the network being evaluated. The summary is presented in the form
of a traffic table, which is a matrix format whose entries indicate the






circuitn between any ci.ty pair in calculated based nn user i.nputr. of network
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Appendix A









Table A-l. Prestored American Telephone and Telegraph Company Listed
Cities as Defined in F.C.C. No. 260 (Effective July 3, 1983)

































Long Beach (Los Angeles) LOCA
Los Angeles LOCA



















Table A-1. Prestored American Telephone and Telegraph Company Listed
Cities as Defined in F.C.C. No. 260 (Effective July 3, 1983)






























































































Table A-1. Prestored American Telephone and Telegraph Company Listed
Cities as Defined iii F.C.C. No. 260 (Effective July 3, 1983)











West Palm Beach WEFL
Winter Garden WIFL



















































°	 Table A-1. Prestored American Telephone and Telegraph Company Listed
Cities as Defined in F.C.C. No. 260 (Effective July 3. 1983)




















































































Table A-1. Prestored American Tele phone and Tole g^I raph Company Ii';Led
Cities as Defined in F.C.C. No. 260 (Lffectiv(.,
 July 3, I%j3)






































































Table A-1. Prestored American Telephone and Telegraph Company Listed
Cities as Defined in F.C.C. No. 260 (Effective July 3, 1983)

















































Table A-1. Prestored American Telephone and Telegraph Company Listed
Cities as Defined in F.C.C. No. 260 (Effective July 3, 1983)






































































































Table A-1. Prestored American Telephone and Telgraph Company Listed
Cities as Defined in F.C.C. No. 250 (Effective July 3, 1983)

























































































Table A-1. Prestored American Telephone and Telegraph Compary Listed
Cities as Defined in F.C.C. No. 260 (Effective July 3, 198:3)

























































































Table A-1. Prestored American Telephone and Tele9rdph Company Listed
Cities as Defined in F.C.C. No. 260 (Effective July 3, 1983)

























































Table A-2. American Telephone and Telegraph Company Rate Schedules as
Dof Inod In F.C.C. 260 (Ef foctivo March S, 1082)
Schedule I • Schedule	 ll • ' Schedule	 III***
Basic Monthly Incremental Basic Monthly Incremental Basic Monthly Incremental
Charge (Up to Monthly Charge Charge (Up to Monthly Charge Charge (Up to Monthly Charge
Mileage Breakpoint Per Additional Breakpoint Per Additional Breakpoint Per Additional
Breakpoint Mileage) Mlle Mileage) Mlle Mileage) Mlle
1 73.56 0.00 75.00 0.00 76.43 0.00
15 73.56 2.59 75.00 4.77 76.43 6.35
25 109.82 2.16 141.78 4.77 165.33 5.48
40 131.42 1.62 186.48 2.89 220.13 4.03
60 155.72 1.62 229.83 1.95 260.58 3.03
80 188.12 1.62 268.83 1.95 341.18 2.31
100 220.52 1.62 307.97 1.95 387.38 1.95
1000 252.92 0.94 346.83 0.94 426.38 0.97
over 1000 1098.92 0.58 1192.83 0.5B 1299.38 0.58
Effective Date:	 March 3, 1982
"Applies between a pair of Category "A" Rate Centers (listed cities).
""Applies between a pair of rate centers where one Is In Category "A" (listed cities) and the other
Is In Category "B" (nonllsted cities).








Table A-3. Pre,tored Western Union Telegraph Company Tariff as pefined
in F.C.C. No. 261 (Effective May 11, 1982) (Sheet 1 of 4)
Category I: LONG HAUL
Los Angeles - Atlanta (LOCH-ATGA)
Los Angeles - Baltimore (LOCA-BAMD)
Los Angeles - 3oston (LOCA-BOMA)
Los Angeles - Buffalo (LOCA-BUNY)
Los Angeles - Cincinnati (LOCA-CIOH)
Los Angeles - Cleveland (LOCA-CLOH)
Los Angeles - Columbus (LOCA-COON)
Los Angeles - Dayton (LOCA-DAOH)
Los Angeles - Detroit (LOCA-DEMI)
Los Angeles - New York (LOCA-NENY)
Los Angeles - Philadelphia (LOCA-PHPA)
Los Angeles - Pittsburgh (LOCA-PIPA)
Los Angeles - Washington (LOCA-WADC)
Los Angeles - Wilmington (LOCA-WIDE)
San Francisco - Atlanta (SFCA-ATGA)
San Francisco - Baltimore (SFCA-BAMD)
San Francisco - Boston (SFCA-BOMA)
San Francisco - Buffalo (SFCA-BUNY)
San Francisco - Cincinnati (SFCA-CIOH)
San Francisco - Cleveland (SFCA-CLOH)
San Francisco - Columbus (SFCA-COON)
San Francisco - Dayton (SFCA-DAOH)
San Francisco - Detroit (SFCA-DEMI)
San Francisco - New York (SFCA-NENY)
San Francisco - Philadelphia (SFCA-PHPA)
San Francisco - Pittsburgh (SFCA-PIPA)
San Francisco - Washington (SFCA-WADC)
San Francisco - Wilmington (SFCA-WIDE)
Seattle - Boston (SEWAA-BOMA)
Seattle - Cleveland (SEWA-CLOH)
Seattle - Detroit (SEWA-DEMI)
Seattle - New York (SEWA-NENY)
Seattle - Philadelphia (SEWA-PHPA)
Seattle - Pittsburgh (SEWA-PIPA)
Seattle - Washington (SEWA-WADC)
Category II: MEDIUM HAUL
Dallas/Ft Worth - Baltimore (DATX-BAMD)
Dallas/Ft Worth - Boston (DATX-BOMA)
Dallas/Ft Worth - Buffalo (DATX-BUNY)
Dallas/Ft Worth - Los Angeles (DATX-LOCA)
Dallas/Ft Worth - New York (DATX-NENY)
Dallas/Ft Worth - Philadelphia (DATX-PHPA)
Dallas/Ft Worth - San Francisco (DATX-SFCA)
Dallas/Ft Worth - Washington (DATX-WADC)
[fl	 ^I
Table A-3. Prestored Western Union Telegraph Company Tariff as Defined
in F.C.C. No. 261 (Effective May 11, 19112) (Sheet 2 of 4)
Category II: MEDIUM HAUL (Continued)
Houston - Baltimore (HOTX.-BAMD)
Houston - Boston (HOTX-BOMA)
Houston - Cleveland (HOTX-CLOH)
Houston - Columbus (HOTX-COON)
Houston - Dayton (HOTX-DAOH)
Houston - Detroit (HOTX-DEMI)
Houston - Los Angeles (HOTX-LOCA)
Houston - New York (HOTX-NENY)
Houston - Philadelphia (HOTX-PHPA)
Houston - Pittsburg (HOTX-PIPA)
Houston - San Francisco (HOTX-SFCA)
Houston - Washington (HOTX-WADC)
Houston - Wilmington (HOTX-WIDE)
Kansas City - Boston (KAMO-BOMA)
Kansas City - Los Angeles (KAMO-LOCA)
Kansas City - New York (KAMO-NENY)
Kansas City - San Francisco (KAMO-SFCA)
Los Angeles - Chicago (LOCA-CIIL)
*Los Angeles - Bridgeton, Mo (LOCA-SLMO)
Los Angeles - Indianapolis (LOCA-ININ)
Los Angeles - Milwaukee (LOCA-MIWI)
Los Angeles - Minneapolis (LOCA-MIMN)
Los Angeles - St Louis (LOCA-SLMO)
Minneapolis - Boston (MIMN-BOMA)
San Francisco - Chicago (SFCA-CIIL)
San Francisco - Indianapolis (SFCA-ININ)
San Francisco - Milwaukee (SFCA-MIWI)
San Francisco - Minneapolis SFCA-MIMN)
San Francisco - St Louis (SFCA-SLMO)
Seattle - Chicago (SEWA-CIIL)
Seattle - Dallas/Ft Worth (SEWA-DATX)
Seattle - Kansas City (SEWA-KAMO)
Seattle - Milwaukee (SEWA-MIWI)
Seattle - Minneapolis (SEWA-MIMN)
Seattle - St Louis (SEWA-SLMO)
Category III: SHORT HAUL
Atlanta - Baltimore (ATGA-BAMD)
Atlanta - Boston (ATGA-BOMA)
Atlanta - Chicago (ATGA-CIIL)
Atlanta - Cleveland (ATGA-CLOH)
Atlanta - Dallas/Ft Worth (ATGA-DATX)
Atlanta - Detroit (ATGA-DEM?)
Atlanta — Houston (ATGA-HOTX)




Table A-3. Prestored Western Union Telegraph Company Tariff as Defined
in F.C.C. No. 261 (Effective May 11, 1982) (Sheet 3 of 4)
I Category III:	 SHORT HAUL (Continued)
Atlanta - Indianapolis (ATGA-ININ)'
Atlanta - Kansas City (ATGA-KAMO)
Atlanta - Milwaukee (ATGA-MIWI)
Atlanta - Minneapolis (ATGA-MIMN)
Atlanta - Philadelphia (ATGA-PHPA)
Atlanta - New York (ATGA-NENY)
Atlanta - Washingtor (ATGA-WADC)
Atlanta - Wilmington (ATGA-WIDE)
Boston - Chicago (BOMA-CIIL)
Boston - Cincinnati (BOMA-CIOH)
Boston - Columbus (BOMA-COON)
Nos+jn - Dayton (BOMA-DAOH)
Boston - Indianapolis (BOMA-ININ)
- Boston - Milwaukee (SOMA-MIWI)
4 Boston - St Louis (BOMA-SLMO)
C Chicago - Baltimore (CIIL-BAMD)
Chicago - Dallas/Ft Worth (CIIL-DATX)
Chicago - Houston (CIIL-HOTX)
Chicago - New York (CIIL-NENY)
L Chicago - Philadelphia (CIIL-PHPA)
Chicago - Washington (CIIL-WADC)
Chicago - Wilmington (CIIL-WIDE)
Dallas/Ft Worth - Cincinnati (DATX-CIOH)
Dallas/Ft Worth - Cleveland (DATX-CLOH)
.: Dallas/Ft Worth - Columbus (DATX-000H)
a. Dallas/Ft Worth - Dayton (DATX-DAOH)
Dallas/Ft Worth - Detroit (DATX-DEMI)
Dallas/Ft Worth - Indianapolis (DATX-ININ)
k Dallas/Ft Worth - Milwaukee (DATX-MIWI)
Dallas/Ft Worth - Minneapolis (DATX-MIMN)
Dallas/Ft Worth - Pittsburgh (DATX-PIPA)
r
Dallas/Ft Worth - St Louis (DATX-SLMO)
Houston - Cincinnati (HOTX-CIOH)
` Houston - Indianapolis (HOTX-ININ)
f Houston - Milwaukee (HOTX-MIWI)
Houston - Minneapolis (HOTX-MIMN)
Houston - St Louis (HOTX-SLMO)
i Milwaukee - Baltimore (MIWI-BAMD)
Milwaukee - New York (MIWI-NENY)5	 f
Milwaukee - Philadelphia (MIWI-PHPA)
r Milwaukee - Washington (MIWI-WADC)
New York - Columbus (NENY-COON)
New York - Dayton (NENY-DAOH)
` New York - Indianapolis (NENY-ININ)
New York - Minneapolis (NENY-MIMN)
Philadelphia - Indianapolis (PHPA-ININ)





Table A -3. Prestored Western Union Telegraph Company Tariff as Defined
in F.C.C. No. 261 (Effective May 11, 1982) (Sheet 4 of 4)
Category III: SHORT HAUL (Continued)
St Louis - Baltimore	 (SLMO-BAMD)
St Louis - New York	 (SLMO-NENY)
St Louis - Washington 	 (SLMO-WADC)
St Louis - Wilmington 	 (SLMO-WIDE)
Seattle - Los Angeles	 (SEWA-LOCA)
Seattle - San Francisco	 (SEWA-SFCA)
Washington	 Indianapolis	 (WADC-ININ)
Washington - Minneapolis	 (WADC-MIMN)
I
Western Union Category I, II, and III Monthly Channel Charges
	
Category I: Long Haul 	 - $925.00
Category II: Medium Haul - $695.00




Table A-4. Prestored Satellite Business Systems Tariff as
Defined in F.C.C. No. 2 (effective October 1, 1982)
I^
F
Network Access Centers (NACs -
minimum of 3)
Supplemental Capacity Units (SCUs)
Full-Time Transmission Units (FTUs)
Minimum connection Arrangement Unit
(CAU) Charge Per NAC
Incremental CAU Charges:
No. of CAUs
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1.0 SBS Tariff Change
1-
Addendum
Change one to the manual reflects a change to the Satellite Business
Systems tariff as set forth in F.C.C. No. 2, effective May 1, 1983. This




Network Access Center (each)
NAC Supplemental Capacity Units (each)
Full Time Transmission Units
Minimum CAU Charges
Connection Arrangement Units
(monthly at each NAC)
NUMBER OF CAUs AT EACH NAC
-^'	 1 CAU - 150 CAUs
f	 151 CAUs - 300 CAUs













$15,000.00 plus $95.00 per CAU
in excess of 150
$29,250.00 plus $70.00 per CAU
in excess of 300
